# ACADEMIC COUNCIL MEMBERSHIP 2021-22

## HUMANITIES
- * Moskovitz, Cary
- * Winters, Joseph
- * Ziolkowski, Saskia
- # Andrews, Edna
- # Ginsburg, Shai
- # Lieber, Laura
- # Lindroth, Scott
- # Vadde, Aarthi
- + Wald, Priscilla
  - Baran, Dominika, Alt

## SOCIAL SCIENCES
- * Baker, Lee
- * Gaither, Sarah
- # Brown, Tyson
- # Haynie, Kerry
- # Neal, Mark Anthony
- # Olcott, Jocelyn
- # Stein, Rebecca
- + Huettel, Scott
- + Malone, David
  - Munger, Michael

## NATURAL SCIENCES & MATHEMATICS
- * Arce, Ayana
- * Bejsovec, Amy
- * Daubechies, Ingrid
- * Socolar, Joshua
- # Cetinkaya-Rundel, Mine
- # Charboneau, Patrick
- # Derbyshire, Emily
- # Magwene, Paul
- # Wright, Justin
- + Bryant, Robert
  - Bass, Steffen, Alt

## DIVINITY SCHOOL
- * Strawn, Brent
- # Casarella, Peter
- # Portier-Young, Anatha
- # Wilson, Norbert
- + Beeley, Christopher
  - Cooper, Valerie, Alt

## PRATT SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
- * Farsiu, Sina
- * Gavin, Henri
- * Grill, Warren
- * Gunsch, Claudia
- * Tantum, Stacy
  - # Brown, Kenneth
  - # Izatt, Joseph
  - # Payne, Christine
  - # Randles, Amanda
  - # Sommer, Marc
    - Carlson, David, Alt

## NICHOLAS SCHOOL OF THE ENVIRONMENT
- * Halpin, Patrick
- * Heffernan, James
- # Albright, Elizabeth
- # Meyer, Joel
- # Patino-Echeverri, Dalia
- # Wernegreen, Jennifer
  - Hench, James, Alt

## SCHOOL OF LAW
- * Buell, Sam
- * Garrett, Brandon
- # Zelenak, Larry
- # Bradley, Kathryn
- # Greene, Sara
- # Jones, Trina
- # Lovelace, H. Timothy
  - de Fontenay, Elisabeth, Alt

## CLINICAL SCIENCES-MEDICINE
- * Brady, Carla
- * Cohen, Harvey
- * Larrier, Nicole
- * Plichta, Jennifer
- * Wilson Peebles, Joanne
- # Andolshek, Kathryn
- # Galanos, Anthony
- # Spratt, Susan
- # Thacker, Julie
- # Tong, Betty
  - Attarian, David, Alt

## FUQUA SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
- * Harvey, Cam
- * Luce, Mary Frances
- * Nallareddy, Suresh
- * Rosette, Ashleigh
- # Amaldoss, Wilfred
- # Black, Ines
- # Cieslak, Anna
- # Cutright, Keisha
- # Schipper, Katherine
- + Chen, Qi
  - McDevitt, Ryan, Alt

## BASIC SCIENCES-MEDICINE
- * Beese, Lorena
- * Capel, Blanche
- * Hogan, Brigid
- * Jinks-Robertson, Sue
- * Nicchitta, Christopher
- # Hammer, Gianna
- # Kay, Jeremy
- # Valdivia, Raphael
- # West, Anne
- # Wood, Kris
  - Ochoa, Alejandro, Alt

## SCHOOL OF NURSING
- * Bailey, Chip
- * Randolph, Schenita
- * Reynolds, Staci
- # Walton, AnnMarie
- # Gonzalez-Guarda, Rosa
- # Knisely, Mitchell
- # Mulawa, Marta
  - Convoy, Sean, Alt

## SANFORD SCHOOL OF PUBLIC POLICY
- * Barnes, Carolyn
- * Napoli, Philip
- * Pearson, Jay
- # Babinski, Leslie
- # Bermeo, Sarah
- # Mohanan, Manoj
- # Rose, Deondra
  - Pfaff, Alexander, Alt

## EX OFFICIO MEMBERS
- Erika Weinthal, Chair, 2021-23
- Sally Kornbluth, Provost
- Vince Price, President

* Elected in spring 2020 for a two-year term
# Elected in spring 2021 for a two-year term
+ Elected in spring 2021 for a one-year term